We shall see later that (1.3) is not necessary for the validity of the last theorem, and that (1.4), (1.4') may be replaced by more general conditions. We shall obtain a similar result for Borel's method of summability.
Our main result will be Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the real series Eo° a» are (LI) and one of the conditions
It is easy to see that (1.5) includes (1.4) and that (1.5') includes (1.4').
Proof of Theorem 1. First we shall prove that (1.1), (1.5), and From this (1.5) and (1.5') follow immediately. We shall prove now that from (1.1) and (1.5) or (1.1) and (1.5') follows (1.2).
It was proved by O. Szasz [4] that from (1.1) follows (1.7) lim (1 -x)-E'»-*n = s. Hardy and Littlewood have proved that if a series 2~lo c» is summable Borel and c" = o(l/«1/2), then Eo° c* is convergent. By applying this theorem to the series <o+ E"-i (tn -tn-) and using (2.2) we get Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of Eo° <*n is that Eo° °n should be summable Borel and that lim (ai + 2a2+ ■ • ■ +nc")/(w + l) =0.
n-»oo R. Schmidt [2 ] has proved that if the real series Eo ^«1S summable Borel and lim infm<00 (dm+i + • • • +dn)^0, (n -wi)/ra1/2->0, n>m, then Eo° ^n1S convergent. By using this theorem, (2.3) 
